
Poll: 79% of French Believe Islamism Has
“Declared War” on Their Country
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A new poll conducted after the beheading of a teacher in Paris has found that 79% of
French people believe Islamism has “declared war” on their country. The murder prompted
numerous mass protest marches across the country in defense of free speech and against
the Islamic takeover of France.
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All meat served at public schools in Dearborn, Michigan, now is Halal, which is
compliant with Sharia law. Halal food adheres to Sharia law because of the way in which
animals are slaughtered. According to the 2010 census, Dearborn has the largest Muslim
population in the United States.
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Video of Danish School Children Chanting Allahu Akbar Triggers Debate. Integration Or
Indoctrination?

Mainstream Media Ignores the Mass Murder of
Christians Who Are Viewed As Obstacles to
“Progress” in the US
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The mass murder of Christians is being censored by Western media, because those who
control mainstream media consider Christians to be an obstacle to “progress”. As a
result, most Americans do not know that 4,136 Christians were killed for faith-related
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reasons last year.

UK Authorities and Media Cover Up Motive of
Islamic Stabbing Suspect Who Yelled “Allahu
Akbar” and ‘Long Live the Caliphate”
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Sky News reported on the stabbing without mentioning what eyewitnesses heard and what
the terrorist himself is heard saying on camera. The Muslim Council of Britain says the
motive was ‘unclear’. Police agreed and said they were keeping ‘an open mind’ about the
motive.
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Aisha is said to have been six or seven years old when she married the prophet Mohammed
and nine or ten years old at the time of consummation, which fits the Western definition
of pedophilia. So what, says the EU court.
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Turkish President Erdogan is urging ethnic Turks living in Europe to become involved in
the local politics in Europe, and to suppress the Kurds. He urged them to remain loyal
to Islam and their country of origin. He is organizing a foreign population inside
European borders to act in the interest of Turkey and Islam, which may contradict the
interests of the European host country. This is a soft coup through demographics.
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Palm Beach, Florida: Corey Johnson, a 17-year-old Florida youth who converted to Islam,
confessed to killing a 13-year-old boy at a sleepover and attacking the host family – in
the name of Islam. For more than a year prior to the stabbing, the FBI had known that
Johnson was posting violent threats online to a Catholic school in England. The FBI says
it planned to arrest Johnson, but just didn’t get around to it.
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Edward Archer, a Muslim, ambushed and shot a cop in the arm.
After he was apprehended, he said that he did it in the name of Islam and that he is
loyal to ISIS. That made no difference to Democrat Mayor Jim Kenney who said the
shooting had nothing to do with Islam. Then he said that, In America, Muslims are forced
to defend themselves against hatred.
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Turkey’s state agency for religious affairs came under fire for declaring that girls as
young as nine years may marry under Islamic law. They also endorsed marriage for boys as
young as 12 years old. Child marriages are common in Turkey.
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Saudi Princess Aidan,confided to French newspaper, LeMonde, that the ruling House of
Saud secretly engages in sexual slavery, in addition to buying or renting children for
sex from impoverished areas in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Djibouti,
Somalia, Nigeria, Romania, and Bulgaria. Princess Aidan is the ex-wife of the Saudi
Prince, Al Waleed bin Talal, who recently was arrested in the anti-corruption purges in
the country. She said those who accuse others of corruption and money laundering are in
fact highly corrupted themselves.
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The French government has confirmed that 91,000 police, military police, and soldiers
will be on duty over the Christmas weekend, guarding churches against jihad attacks.
Some churches will have volunteer security guards who will search people and keep watch
over suspicious vehicles. The mayor of the town of Cannes has decided to bring in armed
security guards to patrol at churches over the Christmas period.


